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ABSTRACT
We present RamCrypt, a solution that allows unmodified Linux processes to transparently work on encrypted data. RamCrypt can be deployed and enabled on a per-process basis without recompiling user-mode applications. In every enabled process, data is only stored in cleartext for the moment it is processed, and otherwise stays encrypted in RAM. In particular, the required encryption keys do not reside in RAM, but are stored in CPU registers only. Hence, RamCrypt effectively thwarts memory disclosure attacks, which grant unauthorized access to process memory, as well as physical attacks such as cold boot and DMA attacks. In its default configuration, RamCrypt exposes only up to 4 memory pages in cleartext at the same time. For the nginx web server serving encrypted HTTPS pages under heavy load, the necessary TLS secret key is hidden for 97% of its time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Process isolation and access control have proven to be conceptually elegant and widely deployed principles for preventing one process from accessing another process’ memory [19]. In practice, however, the improper deployment of access control and side effects of memory optimizations and frequently debugging undermine the principle of isolation, leading to unexpected disclosure of otherwise isolated memory [6]. Prominent examples of such inadvertent memory disclosures rely on established operating system design principles such as swap files and crash reports (so-called core dumps) that intentionally write process contents to disk, and thereby disclose process memory in plain. Once a swap file or core dump file exists on disk, it is only protected by logical means against illegal access; hence, it is susceptible to improper configuration of access control or to starting a secondary OS that is not constrained to adhere to the original access control restrictions. Similarly, kernel drivers, including those provided by third parties, are prone to error and can give attackers full access to the physical memory space. For example, Samsung’s official firmware for the Exynos chipset used in Android phones of the Galaxy series disclosed memory to attackers by accidentally offering an unprotected /dev/mem device [1].

In addition to software-based attacks, an attacker can read the memory contents of the physical RAM, knowing that sensitive data of a process resides there at any given time. Such attacks range from exploitable Firewire devices that have direct memory access [3, 5, 28] to cold boot attacks which physically transplant RAM modules into another machine [14, 27, 13]. In either case, an attacker can completely recover arbitrary kernel and process memory. Moreover, since RAM constitutes a shared resource and, hence, portions of RAM are frequently re-used, improper de-classification or insufficient deletion may cause the inadvertent disclosure of sensitive information [26]. To reduce the data lifetime of sensitive information used only briefly inside a process, traditional approaches that wipe this data are conceptually hard to implement in a transparent manner [18]. With transparent data encryption, however, all information a process contains is always encrypted, and automatically decrypted when accessed. With this approach, sensitive information that is used seldom can be safely hidden without requiring lifetime knowledge about it.

1.1 Our Contribution
In this paper, we propose RamCrypt, a kernel-assisted encryption of the entire address space for user-mode processes. In detail, our contributions are:
- Sensitive data within the address space of a process is encrypted on a per-page basis inside the OS page fault handler. Sensitive data within core dumps and memory that get accessed by debuggers, for example, are therefore protected.
- Only a small working set of pages, also called the sliding window, remains unencrypted at any given time. By
default, the size of this sliding window is four pages.

- The prototype implementation of RamCrypt leads to a performance drawback of 25% for single-threaded tests of the sysbench benchmark suite. For multi-threaded tests, the performance drawback is generally higher and heavily depends on the chosen sliding window size. For non-protected programs, RamCrypt imposes no performance overhead.
- By using CPU-bound encryption, cryptographic keys are never stored in RAM, but solely inside CPU registers over the entire uptime of a system. All user-mode processes are protected with the same key, which is only visible in kernel mode.
- RamCrypt can be enabled on a per-application basis by setting a flag inside the ELF program header, without the need for binary rewriting or recompilation.

RamCrypt is free software that is published under the GPL v2 and is available at https://www1.cs.fau.de/ramcrypt.

1.2 Related Work

CPU-bound encryption is somewhat related to our work but only protects a small fraction of sensitive data and not, for example, a whole process address space. Symmetric CPU-bound encryption schemes range from register-based schemes as operating system patch [21, 11] to hypervisor-based solutions [22, 10] and cache-based schemes [17]. There are even CPU-bound encryption schemes for asymmetric encryption algorithms such as CPU-bound RSA implementations that either are register based [9] or based on hardware transactional memory [12]. All these solutions, however, just keep the encryption key and intermediate data out of memory but no other sensitive information because the secure storage area these solutions make use of is limited.

Full memory encryption solutions are most related to our work. There are theoretical approaches [7] but also practical implementations to encrypt, for example, swap space [25]. Furthermore, a solution for embedded hardware [16] exists. The only solution, however, that also targets the Linux kernel [24] is not publicly available and does not store the encryption key outside RAM. Thus, it does not protect effectively against memory disclosure attacks.

We are fully aware of Intel’s recently announced Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [20] which amongst others also encrypt the memory of software running within so-called enclaves. Currently, however, enclaves are restricted to a static size and cannot dynamically grow after they have been initialized. Furthermore, existing programs cannot simply be run within enclaves without modifications to either the program itself or at least the libraries, because the enclave environment is restricted and syscalls are forbidden. Consequently, Intel’s SGX cannot provide binary compatibility which is one of the design principles behind RamCrypt.

2. BACKGROUND

This sections describes the necessary building blocks on which RamCrypt is based on. Readers familiar with CPU-bound encryption (Sect. 2.1) and virtual memory management in Linux (Sect. 2.2) may safely skip this section.

2.1 CPU-bound Encryption

We use CPU-bound encryption/decryption to prevent the cryptographic key and any intermediate state from ever being stored in RAM [21, 4, 23, 11]. In particular, RamCrypt is built upon the Linux kernel patch TRESOR [21], which is an implementation of the AES algorithm for the Linux crypto API. It only uses CPU registers to store the encryption key as well as any intermediate information like the AES key schedule. In fact, no cache or RAM is used to store any part of the key or any intermediate state of the AES computation. To prevent intermediate states of AES entering RAM due to context switching, TRESOR is executed inside an atomic section in kernel mode. Inside those atomic section, interrupts are disabled. According to the authors of TRESOR, however, the interbench test suite has shown that interrupts are disabled only briefly such that system interactivity and reaction times are not affected.

To bootstrap TRESOR, the user has to type a password during system start-up and after wake-up from suspend mode, which is then used to derive the key stored in the debug registers. We patched TRESOR in a way that also a random key can be generated during start-up. This key is protected against physical attacks like cold boot [14] because debug registers are cleared after a CPU reset. An attacker would require logical access to a machine and must be able to execute kernel code in order to read out the key.

2.2 Linux Virtual Memory Management

On a modern CPU, process isolation is realized by simulating pristine address spaces to each process, which cannot interfere with each other. Every process starts with an empty address space that is divided into so-called pages. While executing code and accessing data, the necessary pages are loaded into the address space on demand by catching the first attempt to access them. Contiguous virtual pages do not necessarily have to be backed by contiguous physical pages. Each access to a page is first handled in hardware by the Memory Management Unit (MMU), which translates access to a virtual page into an actual physical page. Whenever such a translation fails, the OS page fault handler is invoked and determines whether missing pages need to be loaded or if an access to invalid memory occurred. Since every access to code and data has to go through the page fault handler at least once, this is a suitable part to incorporate RamCrypt. RamCrypt modifies the page fault handler such that not only first accesses are caught, but it additionally ensures to catch the next access to that page again by manipulating flags within the corresponding page table entry.

An important concept of Linux’ memory management is Copy-on-Write (COW): A new process under Linux is created by using an efficient system call, the entire address space is not copied but only its virtual mappings point to the same physical pages. In order to avoid interference with the parent process, the cloned mappings are marked read-only, regardless of their original access rights. This ensures that read access can occur normally, while write attempts will be caught resulting in a transparent writable copy of the affected page.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this Section, we describe the design and implementation of our RamCrypt Linux kernel patch. RamCrypt encrypts physical pages of a given process during its runtime and automatically only decrypts exactly those pages, which are currently accessed by the process. To this end, we leverage
Therefore, RamCrypt decrypts an entire page whenever a worthwhile to be protected against memory disclosure at- private memory is anything created by a process and includes always ensures that accessing an encrypted page triggers a page is always only kept in encrypted form. RamCrypt page again. This way, only one page at a time is available in encrypted that were accessed and are hence kept in clear. Every other n per virtual address space), which represents the last data residing in another page is accessed, RamCrypt can temporarily available in clear inside that page. As soon as data residing within that page is accessed, RamCrypt can decrypt that other page after encrypting the last accessed page again. This way, only one page at a time is available in clear. However, this strict encryption/decryption pattern is not practical for workloads that heavily access data residing in two or more different pages. To overcome this performance bottleneck, we introduce a sliding window per process (i.e., per virtual address space), which represents the last n pages that were accessed and are hence kept in clear. Every other page is always only kept in encrypted form. RamCrypt always ensures that accessing an encrypted page triggers a page fault and the sliding window is calculated anew. The size of the sliding window, which is illustrated in Figure 1, can be configured as a kernel boot parameter and is a trade-off between performance and security.

3.2 RamCrypt Workflow
From a high level perspective, RamCrypt consists of two parts: (1) a modified page fault handler that handles accesses to encrypted pages, and (2) the RamCrypt core logic. Basically, the RamCrypt page fault handler decrypts the page for which a page fault occurred while the RamCrypt core logic determines which page needs to be encrypted again in order not to exceed the maximum number of n cleartext pages at a time. In detail, the new page fault handler decrypts a page and then makes it accessible by changing its corresponding page table entry. The RamCrypt core logic in turn checks whether the executed page fault handler has succeeded, then appends the new page to the sliding window and checks if and which page to remove from the window. Removal includes encrypting the page and clearing the present flag to ensure a page fault will be triggered the next time the page is accessed.

Note, that due to Linux’ demand paging, it is sufficient to hook RamCrypt into the page fault handler as access to all new mappings always triggers a page fault. This also registers them in the sliding window mechanism. The overall process of how RamCrypt interacts with the remaining parts of the Linux kernel down to the hardware is shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Topping off RamCrypt
In order to address all eventualities of a program, the whole lifecycle of its data must be considered. This foremost includes the controlled deletion of data. To this end, RamCrypt scrubs de-allocated pages with zeros. This happens either if a memory region is deliberately freed by the programmer, or when a process is terminated. This security measure ensures no clear pages are leaked once memory pages became inaccessible to the program. Additionally, it makes decryption impossible should the key ever be retrieved.

While the overall concept of RamCrypt may sound simple, a lot of challenges had to be addressed in order to handle the inner peculiarities of memory management in a modern operating system. In particular, copy-on-write (COW), multithreading and multiprocessing make the abstracted sliding
4. EVALUATION

In this Section, we evaluate RamCrypt regarding runtime performance and security (Sect. 4.2). All evaluations have been performed on a standard desktop computer with an Intel Quadcore CPU (Intel Core i5-2400) running at 3.1GHz and eight gigabytes of RAM. From the software side, we used an unmodified installation of Debian Wheezy with a base system installed and a RamCrypt patched kernel.

4.1 Runtime Performance

To evaluate the runtime performance of RamCrypt, we used the sysbench benchmarking utility that is shipped with most Linux distributions. The performance overhead is calculated as the relative run-time difference of the RamCrypt-enabled version of the benchmark compared to the unmodified version that ships with Debian. The unmodified version serves as ground truth to which the flagged executable is compared. To this end, a flag inside the ELF program header is set by means of a provided script.

Cipher Performance Impact.

In Figure 3, different encryption methods for RamCrypt are evaluated with the default sliding window size of four to show how big the overhead of the TRESOR cipher alone is and the slowdown factor compared to the ground truth is depicted. To this end, we ran RamCrypt with the TRESOR cipher enabled, with the identity function that outputs its input and with XOR encryption. The "encryption" using the identity function basically measures the overhead of the paging and RamCrypt logic but has almost no overhead due to the lack of CPU-bound encryption. Hence the name in the graph is 'plain' encryption. All measurements with RamCrypt enabled have in common that the sliding window size of four becomes a bottleneck for more than four threads as their concurrent execution competes for the next available window. The RamCrypt implementation that uses CPU-bound TRESOR encryption shows a slowdown of approximately 25% for the singlethreaded test. As expected, when the number of concurrent threads increases, the slowdown is larger due to the fixed-size sliding window. Note that RamCrypt is always enabled for the whole process, meaning for the main executable and all loaded libraries, and thus includes data of libraries, as well. The overhead would be significantly lower if only the main executable were protected. So this number constitutes a worst case scenario.

Sliding Window Performance Impact.

In Figure 4, RamCrypt is evaluated with different sliding window sizes. For a sliding window size of 16, i.e., sixteen clear pages are available for up to eight threads, our implementation scales almost with the distribution version of sysbench. With eight threads, a slowdown of approximately 12% is reached. However, in a multithreaded process, the
threads compete for the same amount of decrypted and readily accessible pages at the same time. For a sliding window size of two, sysbench is not able to launch more than one thread because it requires an additional control thread as well. In the single-threaded run with a sliding window size of two, the slowdown factor is as high as 170%, while size four of the sliding window pushes the slowdown to acceptable 25%. With sizes of eight and sixteen, there was no slowdown measurable.

4.2 Practical Security Analysis

Due to the nature of RamCrypt, pages that are currently listed within the sliding window have to reside unencrypted in the RAM and thus might leak sensitive data over a limited time span. We therefore measured the relative time of unencrypted pages residing in memory for a real world application and specifically evaluated how long secrets are exposed in clear. We flagged the nginx web server to use RamCrypt and measured how long each page is accessible in clear, i.e., how long it was listed within the sliding window. To make nginx contain actual secrets, we set it up such that it delivers SSL-encrypted HTML pages under maximum load. The HTML document we transferred was a standard welcome site of nginx with a size of 151 bytes. Furthermore, we identified the memory pages in which the private exponent of the RSA key resides. We then observed how long these pages have been exposed to RAM in clear.

Table 1 shows the minimum, average and maximum relative time as part of the overall runtime of a page being exposed in clear for different sliding window sizes. Since nginx was used under maximum load, these numbers represent worst case exposure times for the key material, which under less load is consequently exposed shorter. From the minimum, maximum and standard deviation, we can conclude that some pages are used over the entire lifetime of a process while others are used only rarely, for example, during startup. The first row of table 1 shows how long the pages containing secret key material are exposed in clear over a process’ lifetime. With increasing sliding window size, the average time of pages accessible in clear increases because more pages are stored in clear in parallel. For our default sliding window size of four, however, we consider a relative time frame of only 3% (where the secret is being exposed in clear) a good result. Although RamCrypt is not able to entirely prevent accessing the secret with the help of memory disclosure attacks, the bar for attackers is raised since precise timing becomes necessary. Furthermore, attacks like cold boot might entirely be prevented if the remaining 3% of cleartext data only resides in CPU caches but never enters RAM.

5. DISCUSSION

Although RamCrypt is able to encrypt the data of whole process address spaces based on the user’s choice, process-related data outside the virtual address space of a given process might still be accessible in clear. In particular, kernel or driver buffers and the buffers of peripheral components might contain sensitive data which cannot be protected by RamCrypt. Recently, it has been shown that the frame buffers of the VRAM can be recovered even after a reboot [2]. One approach to at least partially mitigate the issue of sensitive data stored in buffers outside the process’ virtual memory is the use of ephemeral channels [8]. The downside, however, is that this approach requires modified peripheral devices and explicit use in source code.

**Table 1: Temporal exposure of unencrypted pages (in %) for different sliding window sizes n. Measured nginx process served 1500 SSL requests.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Secret Key Pages</th>
<th>All Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>Min 0.0000</td>
<td>Avg 7.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=8</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>12.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=16</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the nature of RamCrypt, a Linux kernel patch that transparently encrypts the address spaces of user mode process under Linux. RamCrypt effectively protects against memory disclosure attacks that give an attacker access to the physical memory and a variety of physical attacks on RAM such as cold boot and DMA attacks. RamCrypt can be easily enabled on a

---

**Figure 4: RamCrypt performance with TRESOR cipher and different SW sizes.**
per-process basis without the need for binary rewriting or recompilation, and it is fully compatible to existing systems. If enabled for a single-threaded process with a sliding window size of four, which is a reasonable choice regarding the trade-off between security and performance, it slows processes of the sysbench benchmarking suite down by 25%.

To the best of our knowledge, RamCrypt is the first solution that transparently encrypts the address space of user processes within the Linux kernel while being fully compatible to existing applications and storing the key outside RAM.
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